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About This Game

On December 7, 1941, a major part of the U.S. Pacific navy stationed at Pearl Harbor was assaulted by Japanese planes.
Japanese fighters were destroying American aircraft on land and in the air, without giving them a chance for a counterattack.

The furious battle of Pearl Harbor became the first in the sequence of gory sea combats.

Now you can take part in all major Pacific battles of World War II. Pacific Storm is a mixture of Real-Time Strategy, war-game
and simulator. All major and important sea battles of World War II, which took place in the Pacific Ocean, are included and

you can play either for the USA or Japan.

Mine the resources (money, iron and nickel ore, bauxites and oil), train various units and retaliate! Sink’em all!

Engaging WWII action in the Pacific combat theater, viewable in both a strategic map and tactical battleground mode
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Classic RTS elements such as technology research, unit development and deployment combined with gripping white-
knuckle player-controlled combat action

Huge variety of historically inspired units with focus on naval and air units, including bombers, fighters, battleships,
aircraft carriers and other power hitters of the Japanese and U.S. Pacific fleets

Multiplayer LAN gameplay supports both action and tactical play

Beautifully rendered landscapes and bodies of water provide stunning backdrops for both in-flight and on-the-ground
action
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Title: Pacific Storm
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Buka Entertainment, Lesta Studio
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2006
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I love this game again.. i heard of clickers but nerver played one... and after that experience i probably never will again! it's so
f***ing booring i even lost the interest in reading what was going on.... Like a 7\/10 great for killing time, not all that fun, but if
you're bored and don't have the time to sit through a long story, this is pretty good. Could use somemore settings other than just
sound and help. If you get a coupon for crafting a badge, and can get this game for 10 cents, then definitelly go for it.. Luxor
evolved is a good game to play pity I can't play it on my iPhone. Two of the issues with games that I have a hard time tolerating
are unresponsive controls and, similarly, invisible walls (or similar, as mentioned later). And this game has both in spades.

The zones are chock-full of inconsistent terrain that will block your movement... sometimes. There are lines of ground that
impede progress when they look just like the rest of the terrain. Sometimes they look like something (like a tree root or some
other silly non-obstacle) but most of the time they have the same appearance as the surrounding area.

The constant frustration of navigating the terrain was severe enough that I couldn't give the rest of the game a chance. Which is
apparently a shame because the rest of the mechanics sound awesome.. This is...an interesting game.
It is more of a maybe, than a yes. As it requires some caveats.
First off, the game is not scary, unless you consider jump scares and loud noises(often badly timed so they don't actually
scare/have the visual to go along with) scary.
It does do creepy very well though, to a degree. I imagine a lot of both the scary and creepy factor may be due to cultural
differences. This game leans heavily on Thai and Buddhist sort of culture for its horror. This is both very interesting, as the
game drops small bits of lore, etc. around the levels, but also probably why it is hard to get much out of it beyond the jump
scares which are often cheap and...well jump scares. They tend to get...boring and noticeable, as it is quite overused. By the time
you are onto another "scary" chase scene, you will be less scared and more annoyed at the loud and obnoxious noise/music
choices for that bit.
I admit, it seems odd that i am criticizing this so much but still recommend it. Why?
The game definitely is a work of love. You will get some vibes from other horror games that the creator clearly was trying for.
Some Fatal Frame definitely in the early bits.
The side lore, Thai and Buddhist scraps of story, folktales and urban legends do sort of blend well and will keep you interested
even if the super bland gameplay and non existent scares do not.

Sadly the controls are just awful. For a game that is a walking simulator with jump scares, little attention was paid outside of
that story. It shows. Things like your jump command not activating if you are pressing any other buttons(like say the run button,
which you are holding down to run while being in chase scenarios....the only time jump commands then pop up...), prompts
being super finnicky, some prompts not reacting on first hit others not showing its prompt properly until you move all about to
finagle the proper angle.
If you can deal with those, the boring scares(and a fat kid in a doge shirt? Who is paying off a gambling debt? Ok so not ALL
the story is good...) and enjoy some of the more interesting bits of lore that come out, then you may like this.

Even if you don't, the game itself is extremely linear and short.
Buy this game on sale, dont expect a ton out of it, and you will enjoy yourself most likely.
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If you want a true horror experience or scary game...meh, look elsewhere.. i really like this game, and recommend it.

but be warned despite being playable it is still in early access so it will not be perfect.

but i really like and and i hope that you do to. Too barebones, UI is a clunky outside of the network issues I wouldn't really
recommend this for someone who just interested in the game. Tutorial lacks finesse, the text gets in your way of playing the
tutorial. Seems like a mobile game not a PC game. UI Information isn't displayed well.

Based on this company's port of agricola I'd say the base of making board games and tutorials were done and they decided to
quickly port two popular board games they could get the rights to.

Must like the board game to start with to overlook the issues with this board game port.. With a car that turns like a boat and
crashes like a movie prop, this is the premiere police chase simulator.. Quality game. Not revolutionary, but entertaining and
inexpensive.

-P.S. I want my Patchface DLC.
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Worst RTS I've ever played.. i was tempted to go and put my Finn hat on

9/10. Good Game........ not too far in, but its a fun game with some bugs that need fixing, definatly has potential though. Having
played the game right through to the end, and viewing the accomplishment stats here on Steam it seems myself and only one
other person has actually done so, I can safely write that it's not a difficult process, in fact, it's amazingly fun, with some scenes
that are truly astounding (think of the Star Trek Enterprise raising from being half buried in sand!).

There are "invisible walls" if you walk for 30 minutes over sand in a straight direction, for which I was thankful (or else I'd still
be walking) but contrary to what is stated in a game review YouTube video, there are no invisible walls due to lazy
programming. There is an instance where you bump into an invisible wall while trying to get in close to a HUGE spaceship, but
being able to explore all around the ship (which is quite a feat in itself) led me to believe that perhaps there was a force field in
place preventing me from getting in. Sure enough, further progression revealed that the reason I COULDN'T make it into the
immediate area of the craft was because the aliens had indeed encompassed their ship with an invisible force-field.

There is a moment of panic when confronted by HUGE aliens while I only had a laser, but a quick text prompt instructed me to
click on a ladder to some gun towers, which then transported me into these HUGE weapons that made quick work of the
oncoming aliens...sort of (you'll see). You can't be carrying anything while trying to climb the ladder. You must "holster" your
weapon prior to climbing, which only makes sense. Again, all this is told to you in a quick prompt that pops up just before the
battle. If you miss it, you're in BIG trouble!

ASRECorp is an AMAZING game which incorporates some unique aspects in order to progress the story, the like of which I
have not seen in any other PC game. Very cool indeed! I highly recommend this game! But REMEMBER, when you play it, put
into effect every prompt that comes your way.

Check out this glimpse...

https://youtu.be/qvRc7fYynVk.  This game has potential but I can't recommend it until all of the obvious bugs are fixed.
The player frequently gets stuck on walls and stuff, then you have to restart the stage (back button on 360 controller).
This happened to me a dozen times in the 5 minutes that I played.
I quit after I jumped and flew into the sky.

FIXED and I'm loving it.

Combat is decent. Reminds me of Kung Fu on the NES, but without jumping. It's fun to wail on people and I've even gotten
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to me once so far.

The parkour platforming is fun and controls well. It's kind of like the original Prince of Persia but more fluid. Some of the
obstacles feel like Super Meat Boy in that I died many many times before getting the rhythm down.

The sound effects and music are appropriate and enjoyable.
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